Gene expression changes in melanoma metastases in response to high-dose chemotherapy during isolated limb perfusion.
Despite recent advances in melanoma therapy, disseminated melanoma still lacks effective treatment, and recurrence of the tumor frequently occurs, even after high-dose chemotherapy. The mechanisms responsible for this chemoresistance or for the formation of new relapses remain poorly understood. Using a human 'model', in which the isolated limb is perfused with high doses of the chemotherapeutic melphalan (ILP), we identified a five-gene set (ATF3, CYR61, IER5, IL6, and PTGS2) of stress-induced genes that was consistently upregulated after ILP in all in-transit metastatic melanoma samples as well as in three melphalan-treated melanoma cell lines. Early post-ILP relapses retained these elevated expressions, whereas the expression of these genes returned to their original levels in late post-ILP recurrences. In addition, we identified upregulation of these genes in the A375 cell line's side population (SP) and melanospheres, established methods to enrich for candidate cancer stem cells (CSCs), which are considered chemoresistant and tumorigenic, and thus proposed to be responsible for tumor relapse. Our data identify an immediate and short-term upregulation of early stress-responsive genes that are potentially linked to chemoresistance and CSCs.